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Abstract  
In this work, A computer simulation was implemented to study ultraviolet radiation effect on 

charging process for a dust grain was immersed in to plasma (  and electron) with negative 

ion     
  . The simulation based on discrete model and Orbital Motion Limited theory (OML). 

The numerical results were illustrated charge fluctuation of dust with time for different values of 

ultraviolet rays intensities and  appeared increase of positive charge of dust when rays intensity 

increased.  
 

 الخلاصت
ذن ذطثيك هحاكاخ حاسىتيح في دراسح في ذأثيز الأشعح الفىق تٌفسجيح على عوليح الشحي الحثيثح الغثاريح  في هذا العول

 سالة )ايىى سذاسي فلىريذ الكثزيد السالة(.في تلاسها )ايىى الثىذاسيىم الوىجة والكرزوى( هع وجىد ايىى  هغوىرج

الوحاكاخ اعروذخ على الوىديل الوٌفصل ًظزيه الوسار الحزكي الوحذد. اى الٌرائج العذديح صىرخ ذذتذب شحٌح الحثيثح 

      هع الشهي لقين هخرلفح هي شذج الأشعح الفىق تٌفسجيح وكذلك أظهزخ سياد هىجثيه شحٌح الحثيثح عٌذها شذج الأشعح سادخ.
 

1. Introduction 
The computer simulations are playing an important role in theoretical studies in various 

branches of sciences in recent years. Similar is the situation in the research of dusty plasma that is 

interesting for astronomers (interstellar clouds, comet tails etc.) [1].for understanding of charging 

processes and dynamics of dusty particles is necessary for the effective developing of technological 

devices and studying properties of the interstellar space (the space between the stars). 

Many researchers had be interesting in study of the charging process of dust in different 

situations of plasma, such as study effect of negative ions on charging process of dust  in a plasma 

was investigated experimentally and theoretically [2,3]. The charge fluctuation in a dusty plasma 

was studied with different charging mechanisms [4]. 

In this work, we will investigate the effect of VU on charging process of a micrometer-sized 

dust grain in a negative ion plasma. The dust acquires electric charges by collecting ions (positive 

or negative), electrons, and by emitting electrons when ultraviolet irradiation is presented. In the 

space, photoelectron emission is often the dominant charging mechanism from dust grains exposed 

to UV rays [2]. This study represents computer simulation by basing on Orbital Motion Limited 

theory (OML) and discrete model shown as blow 
  

1. Orbital Motion Limited theory (OML):- 

     The OML model typically assume that the particle is spherical shape, and its surface is an 

equipotential. In this case, even if the particle is not made of a conductive material, it can be 

modeled as a capacitor [5]. The charge on dust’s surface (    ) is given by [2] 
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 Where r is the radius of the dust grain, and Vs is the dust grain surface potential relative to the 

plasma potential [6]. According to the orbit-limited theory, the electron and positive ion currents to 

the isolated spherical dust grain of radius (r) are given by [5]: 
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For the collection of Maxwellian ions and electrons, characterized by temperatures Ti and Te . 

The negative ion current participates in the charging of a dust grain in a plasma is [6]: 
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The coefficients Ie0 , Iio and In0  represent the current that is collected for Vs = 0, and are given by[1] 

 

        (
   

  
)

   

                           

Where     is density of particles                  
 

The dust grain surface emits photoelectrons, when the dust exposed to UV rays have energy (hν) 

larger than work function (Wf) of the dust grain. This mechanism makes the dust positively 

charged. The current of electrons photoemission is calculated by the balance between the 

photoelectrons escaped from the dust surface and the photoelectrons returned to the dust grain 

surface. The electron photoemission current for Vs > 0 is[7]: 

 

                     ( 
   

    
)              )                 

 

   Where       is the flux of photons, 

     is the efficiency of the absorption for incident photons                        where λ is 

the wavelength of the incident photons), 

     is the yield of the photoelectrons (the yield varies from 0.01 to 0.1 for dielectrics ,and from 0.1 

to 1 for metals, for glasses                 ) 

    is the photoelectrons average temperature[8]. 

 

        If the dust grain potential is negative ( VS < 0), all the photoelectrons emit from the dust 

surface  and escape into the plasma. This leads to a constant current [7] 
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1.2. Discrete charging model:- 

       The discrete charging model considers the ion and electron currents collected by the dust grain 

consist of individual electrons and ions. The charge on the grain is an integer multiple of the 

electron charge value,        , where N (charge number) changes by +1 when an ion (ion 

charge+1) is absorbed  and by -1 when an electron is absorbed.  

The charge on a dust grain fluctuates in discrete steps about the steady-state value 〈Q〉 at random 

times [9].There are two key aspects of the collection of discrete of plasma particles (the term 

“plasma particle” is referred to either electron or ions). 

 First is that the time interval varies randomly between the collections of plasma particles. 

 Second is that the electrons and ions arrive at the grain surface is not purely random; but they 

obey probabilities that depend on the potential Vs of dust grain [10]. 

 pe(Vs) and pi(Vs) are defined the probability per unit time for collecting an ion or electron , 

respectively. As the grain potential becomes more positive, more ions will be repelled and more 

electrons will be attracted to the grain, so pi should decrease with Vs and pe should increase. pj(Vs) (j 

refers to the ions, electrons) was calculated from the OML currents Ij(Vs) 

   
  

  
                                     

The total probability per unit time of collecting plasma particle is [9] 

     ∑                                      

The currents Ij depend on the grain surface potential Vs, so ptot also depends on Vs and hence on 

charge Qd . 
 

2. Description of our model  
      We simulate a charging process dust grain (made of glass) with size (0.4 µm) immersed into 

plasma of potassium with negative ion    
  (The negative ions have a mass approximately larger 

than the mass of the positive ion), which initially uncharged. After that electrons and ions collect 

the dust’s surface at random times so that the dust will acquire electric charge by absorbing 

electrons and ions (positive or negative), and emits electrons when ultraviolet irradiation is 

presented. The charge on a dust will fluctuate around an equilibrium value 〈Q〉. 
The computer simulation based on Discrete charging model by considering the dust grain actually 

has charge consist of individual ions and electrons. The probabilities per unit time for collecting an 

electron or ion are calculated from eq. (8), and eq. (9). 

The computer simulation based also on The OML model by calculating currents from eq.(2), eq.(3), 

eq.(4), eq.(5), eq.(6), and eq.(7).  

We assume the ratio of number density of electron to number density of positive ion (   ) equals to 

10
-2

 in this plasma with negative ions. 
    

3. Programing of the Model 
We translated this model to program by using MATLAB language to simulate fluctuations charge 

on dust with time and. The numerical results of program illustrates: 

1. fluctuations charge number(N=Qd /e) with time  

2. calculate equilibrium charge number 〈 〉 by employing histogram for charge  number for each 

time. 
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The flow chart of program is illustrated in figure (1) 

4. Results and Discussion 
     First result of program shows the charge number (N) on dust grain (Qd = Ne) varies with time. 

Figure(2) :the charging process for a  dust by collecting electrons, negative ions, and positive ions 

from plasma, and the ratio of number density of electron to number density of positive ion (   ) 

equals to 10
-2

 (as data in the greyish color). 

When the dust exposes to ultraviolet radiation ( the photon flux                ), the dust 

emits photoelectrons if the energy of UV rays larger than work function of dust surface therefor 

positive of dust charge increase (as data in blue color). 

Whenever the intensity of UV rays increases, the positive of dust charge increases also because the 

dust emits more photoelectrons (as data in green color and data in red color).     
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Figure (1): The flow chart 
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Second results represent histogram for the charge number (N) on dust grain to calculate charge 

number equilibrium ˂N˃. The equilibrium charge number takes larger repetition in computer 

experiment time. Figure (3) displays histogram of charge number for charging process with absence 

UV. 

Figures (4), (5), and (8) show histogram of charge number for charging process with presence UV 

and the photon flux equal                ,              ,and   3        
  ,respectively  

 

Figure (2):  number of charges on dust surface as a function Time: 1- Greyish data represents charging process with absence UV  

.2- Blue data represents charging process with presence UV and Jp=1×10
20

w/m
2
.  3- Green data represents charging process with 

presence UV and Jp=2×10
20

w/m
2
. Red data represents charging process with presence UV and Jp=3×10

20
w/m

2
 

 

Figure (3): The histogram of charge number for charging process with absence UV.  The charge 

number equilibrium equals=zero 
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Figure (5) The histogram of charge number for charging process with presence UV (Jp=2×10
20

w/m
2
 

).  The charge number equilibrium equals=65 

 

Figure (4): The histogram of charge number for charging process with presence UV (Jp=1×1
20

w/m
2
 ).  

The charge number equilibrium equals=51 
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Figure (6): The histogram of charge number for charging process with presence UV (Jp=3×10

20
w/m

2
 ).  The charge 

number equilibrium equals=72 

5. Conclusions 
The numerical results illustrate the effect of UV radiation on dust charge, the dust emits 

photoelectrons if the energy of UV rays larger than work function of dust surface. When the 

intensity of UV rays increases positivity of charge number on dust increases gradually. We can refer 

that photoelectric emission plays important rule in charging process of dust if UV rays presences 

and has enough energy.  
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